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Abstract: The Gearbox Reliability Collaborative has conducted extensive ﬁeld and dynamometer test campaigns on two heavily
instrumented wind turbine gearboxes. In this study, the load sharing behaviour between six bearings in the planetary stage is
described using a combined approach of measurement and simulation. First, planet-bearing data are analysed to characterise
planetary stage behaviour in different environments. Second, a method is described for integrating the measured responses of
the planetary stage into an advanced model of the bearing life that signiﬁcantly changes the life prediction. Third, a
sensitivity study of the planet bearings is conducted using multibody gearbox models. Various levels of gearbox ﬂexibility
and different planet assembly ﬁts are investigated and compared with experimental observations. Measurements in the
dynamometer and ﬁeld show that bearing loading differs signiﬁcantly between the six planet bearings. The relative loading
behaviour of the planetary stage bearings is directly inﬂuenced by boundary conditions of the planet carrier pins. Assembly
differences between two identically designed gearboxes cause different load sharing behaviour. Simulations are used to
quantify the effect of different component ﬂexibilities. Reduced order models are developed to accurately predict bearing
loading in a cost-efﬁcient manner.

1

Introduction

The Gearbox Reliability Collaborative (GRC) is a U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) project that investigates the
wind turbine gearbox design and analysis process to
determine what may be contributing to premature failure of
these components – despite their 20-year design life [1, 2].
The core project activities include ﬁeld and dynamometer
testing of two heavily instrumented gearboxes, and
modelling and analysis collaboration with wind turbine and
gearbox designers, bearing manufacturers and research
institutions. The modelling and analysis team meets
regularly, and conducts model-to-model and model-to-test
round-robin comparisons [3]. This paper is the result of
collaborative work between three organisations who
participate in the project: the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (NTNU) and the Timken Company.
This paper presents a combined approach of test data
analysis, model correlation and test-to-model integration in
order to characterise the behaviour of a wind turbine
gearbox planetary stage. There are many modelling
approaches to choose from. Full ﬁnite element models, for
example, can be used to provide a complete description of
local component structural deﬂections that inﬂuence
drivetrain misalignments and response modes [4]. However,
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as wind turbines continue to increase in size, the need
arises for full system models that can capture the coupled
dynamics of a wind turbine without excessive
computational cost. Dynamic multibody gearbox models are
an attractive option because of the relative ease with which
aeroelastic simulation results can be used as time series
input [5]. There is a large computational time advantage to
using rigid multibody gearbox models with discrete
stiffness and reduced degrees of freedom (DOF) [6], but
this comes at the expense of less detailed computational
results. The adequacy of these simpliﬁed approaches can be
determined using the in-depth GRC gearbox measurements,
which will be used in this paper to determine the right
compromise between model complexity and accuracy.
The identiﬁcation of the necessary component ﬂexibilities is
paramount to reducing the cost of system dynamics
modelling, and establishing the correct model reduction
procedure [7, 8] is critical for maintaining accuracy.
Generally, including gearbox housing ﬂexibility has been
considered necessary because of its inﬂuence on shaft bore
and ring gear misalignment [3]. Carrier ﬂexibility is also
considered necessary because of its effect on planet-pin
alignment [9]. However, a cost-focused, robust assessment
of the accuracy of various modelling techniques against
measurement has not been conducted for wind turbine
gearbox planetary stage. The GRC test campaigns provide a
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unique opportunity to validate internal response
characteristics against over 1000 h of test data from ﬁeld
and dynamometer testing.
Current literature [10–16] has described the
two-dimensional (2D) load sharing characteristics of a
planetary stage experiencing torque-only loading. Seager
[10] developed the static, 2D theory of planet gear load
sharing in the presence of planet position and tooth
thickness error, with and without a ﬂoating sun gear. The
effect of planet-pin stiffness on planetary stage vibration
modes was shown by Botman [11] for a spur-gear set with
in-plane forces. Hidaka et al. [12] derived and validated the
motion of a ﬂoating sun-gear subject to runout errors, and
Singh [14, 15] fully developed the 2D physical explanation
of load sharing for an arbitrary number of planets.
Experimental studies [13, 16] for planetary systems have
measured load share at the gear tooth root and have found
that three-planet systems with ﬂoating sun gears maintain
very close to ideal load sharing, even with manufacturing
error.
A number of differences between the gearboxes used in
these studies and wind turbine gearboxes should be noted.
First, in a wind turbine drivetrain application, the large
overhung weight of the rotor and aerodynamic tilting
moments impart large bending loads on the gearbox that act
out of plane with the transmission path. The common
three-point drivetrain conﬁguration is sensitive to these
loads. Data from GRC testing has shown that these loads
cause misalignment of the gear meshes [17]. Second, in the
GRC gearbox, rows of cylindrical roller bearings (CRBs)
support each planet, whereas the gearboxes in the
aforementioned studies used needle bearings or the bearings
were included only as a lumped stiffness. CRBs are used in
high radial load applications and operate in clearance to
accommodate thermal expansion. In the GRC gearbox, the
loading on the row of planet bearings can be uneven,
resulting in planet gear tilt, which can contribute to errors
in the gear mesh and cause deviation from the load cases
used to design the gearbox. The 3D load sharing
characteristics of this type of planetary stage have not been

fully described, nor have they been measured at the planet
bearings. Third, wind turbine gearboxes operate at lower
speeds, higher loads, and with larger deﬂections than many
of the gearboxes investigated in these studies. Therefore the
ﬂexibility of the structures may play a larger role.
The goal of this paper is to describe the measured
behaviour of planetary stage gears and bearings, present a
method for integrating the measured behaviour into a model
for life prediction, and derive simpliﬁed models that can
adequately capture the observed behaviours while
constraining computation time.

2
2.1

Research methodology
Experimental procedure

Two identically designed 750-kilowatt gearboxes, henceforth
called GB1 and GB2, were removed from an operating
population and redesigned to represent a common
three-stage, multimegawatt gearbox design. The redesign
included an update of bearing selections, a ﬂoating sun
gear, a forced lubrication system and redesigned gear
microgeometry. GB1 was ﬁeld tested in a 750 kW wind
turbine, and GB2 was subjected to a sequence of static and
dynamic torque and non-torque loads (NTLs) at the NREL
2.5 MW dynamometer. A schematic representation of the
planetary stage and its instrumentation is shown in Fig. 1,
and Table 1 describes what is measured. Each planet gear is
supported by two CRBs mounted in tandem on the planet
pin. The carrier is supported by two CRBs as well.
A comprehensive description of the drivetrain and its
instrumentation is publicly available in [1]. For more
information on the wind turbine, refer to [18]. This paper
focuses on analysis of the planetary stage gear and bearing
loading.
Planet-bearing radial loads were measured by placing
Poisson gages in the inner raceway and capturing strain
because of a roller passing, as detailed in Fig. 2. This
measurement was calibrated to a range of applied radial
loads [19] in a bench-top setup. Since a measurement is

Fig. 1 Schematic of selected planetary stage instrumentation
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Table 1 Instrumentation in planetary stage as labeled in Fig. 1
No.

Measurement

Quantity

Derivation

1

ring gear root
strain

24

2

planet-bearing
strain

36

3

planet deflection

6

ring gear face width load
distribution at 0°, 120°, and
240° azimuth, Khß [21]
planet-bearing radial
loading, planet load share
(Kγ) [20]
three DOF motion of planet
gears with respect to carrier

observable only once per ball pass, the resulting signal is
restricted to the ball pass frequency of approximately 10
Hz. Planet motion is measured with three proximity
sensors, mounted to the carrier, targeting the planet rim
(sensor 3 in Fig. 1). From these measurements in the axial
(X ) direction, tilt about Y and Z are derived. The ring gear
was instrumented to measure face-width load distribution
by placing ¼ bridge strain gages along the face of the ring
gear root at three circumferential locations (0°, 120° and
240°), marked in blue in Fig. 2. Eight gages are used at
each location.
2.1.1 Data analysis: The relative loading performance of
the planet bearings can be characterised by three metrics: (i)
the total load share between the planets, (ii) the load share
of two bearings on a planet pin and (iii) the load share
between rollers on one bearing that constitute the bearing
circumferential load zone. Measurement of metric 3 was
previously presented in [17]; our measurement analysis in
this paper is concerned with metrics 1 and 2; that is, how
the load is shared between the six planet bearings.
Fig. 2 shows the coordinate systems for the planets, which
are ﬁxed to the pin. The load measurements in the

Y-directions for each bearing are compared in this analysis.
We assume the upwind (UW) and downwind (DW) bearing
load zone directional vectors are symmetric about the
measurement point and only the total load is changing, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. In a helical gear set, the UW and DW
bearing load zones should be symmetrically shifted about
the centre as they react to the induced moment on the
planet gear, so this assumption is reasonable.
Kγ [20, 21] is a factor in gear design that describes how the
input torque to the planetary stage is distributed among the
parallel transmission paths of the planets. Normally it is
represented with gear tooth load measurements [13, 16], but
by using planet-bearing load data, it can be calculated more
frequently and can also be used to assess how the input
loading is distributed among the six planet bearings. Kγ is
calculated from the planet-bearing load data using
K gi =

(1/3)


Ux
3x 
i=1

x

Ux

(1)

where Ux is the xth bearing radial load summed along axial
direction of planet i. A Kγ value equal to one indicates that
the planet bearings are carrying equivalent radial loads,
which is ideal.
In order to quantify the load discrepancy between the UW
and DW bearings supporting a planet, we introduce a factor to
describe the axial distribution of radial load on the pin, KPIN,
as a function of the UW and DW bearing forces UY and DY
KPIN =

UY
DY

(2)

Uneven UW and DW loading is caused by the large bending
moments imparted on the drivetrain from rotor weight and

Fig. 2 (left) Planetary stage coordinate systems with ring gear measurement locations marked in blue (right) Detail of the planet-bearing load
instrumentation
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Fig. 3 (left) Measurement of equivalent UW and DW bearing
loads and (right) measurement of uneven UW and DW bearing loads
Symmetric UW and DW bearing load zones are assumed.

wind shear, as well as the deformation of planetary stage
components under torque. The standard three-point
drivetrain conﬁguration does not isolate bending loads from
the gearbox internal components [17]. The internal effect of
this loading depends on how much misalignment results
between the planet-ring and planet-sun gear meshes, and
the amount of misalignment is mainly a function of the
component ﬂexibilities, assembly tolerances, bearing
clearances, gear microgeometry and manufacturing errors.
2.2

Planet-bearing life prediction

We can use the information gathered experimentally to
improve our bearing life prediction method. Planet-bearing
and ring gear load measurements can be integrated with the
Timken Syber Bearing System Analysis (BSA) Program to
study the planet-bearing life. BSA is a proprietary software
package used for the selection and study of bearings in their
operating environment. The operating state of the
application model is solved using a series of bearing
structural models, resulting in equilibrium calculations
down to each rolling element. For the NREL GRC BSA
model, a combination of beam elements and super-element
stiffness matrices are used to generate the support structure
details for the bearing analysis. The model encompasses
global and local stiffness to account for the ﬂexible gear
body. This allows the structural ﬂexibilities of the gear to
inﬂuence the distribution of rolling element loads (normal
and tilting), which directly impact the contact stress
distribution across each rolling element body, as well as
predicted life.
The tool also allows the user to input information regarding
the gear load distributions and the planet load share. To
analyse the GB2 bearing lives, the calculated planet load
share factor Kγ and the centroid of the distributed ring gear
load, calculated from the root strain measurements, were
input to the model as a function of the low-speed shaft
azimuth angle. The bearing performance results are
computed according to the adjusted life L10a. L10a uses a
factor-based approach in which life adjustment factors that
take into account lubrication, contact stress and
misalignment are applied to the L10 calculation [22], where
L10 is deﬁned as
L10 =

 (10/3)
Cr
1E6
x
Pr
60xN

DY =

Ft (l + xr − xs)
l

(4)

UY =

Ft (l − xr + xs)
l

(5)

UY l − xr + xs
=
DY l + xr − xs

(6)

KPIN =

(3)

Here, Pr is the dynamic equivalent radial load, Cr is the load
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rating for one bearing and N is the rotation speed. L10a is
similar to the modiﬁed rating life deﬁned in ISO-16281
[23], since both L10a and L10mr take into account bearing
microgeometry for contact stresses and lubricant cleanliness
based on surface ﬁnish. The two approaches have some
small differences, one being that the L10mr uses a lumped
adjustment factor while L10a uses multiple factors.
Traditionally with this approach, the sun-planet gear mesh
centroid is assumed to be mirrored about the centreline of the
pin with respect to the ring-planet gear centroid. We refer to
this assumption as ‘symmetric loading’ in the life
prediction. However, by utilising measurement data, the
sun-planet gear mesh centroid can be calculated from a
static force balance on the planet gear body, illustrated in
Fig. 4. We refer to this as ‘asymmetric loading’ in the life
prediction. Gear forces for the normal, axial and tangential
directions are deﬁned as Fn, r, Fa, r, Ft, r, Fn, s, Fa, s, and
Ft, s, where r and s denote the ring gear and sun gear,
respectively. UW and DW radial-bearing forces in the Yand Z-directions are deﬁned as UY, UZ, DY and DZ. The
gear forces are modelled as point forces acting at an axial
distance from the YZ-plane, corresponding to the axial
centroid of the tooth load. For the ring and sun, these
distances are deﬁned as xr and xs, respectively. l is the
distance between the centers of the UW and DW bearings.
UY, DY, and xr are known from test data. Assuming equal
and opposite gear force magnitudes and equilibrium
conditions, we calculate the axial centroid of the sun-planet
gear mesh, xs, as

Fig. 4 Free-body diagram of the planet gear
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KPIN − 1
 + xr
xs = l 
KPIN + 1

(7)

Equation (7) gives a more accurate prediction of the sun gear
centroid because it considers the measured force difference of
the bearings along the pin, thereby giving realistic bearing
load estimations for use in the life prediction.
2.3

Model comparison setup

2.3.1 Modelling approach: In order to understand the
observed behaviour of the gearboxes and derive simulation
requirements, seven different multibody models are
developed, as shown in Table 2. The naming convention
for each model comes directly from this table. The models
vary in inclusion of ﬂexible structures. Fig. 5 shows the
implementation in SIMPACK. These models are used to
assess the sensitivity of planetary stage responses to
structural ﬂexibilities, and to characterise computational
expense for varying levels of model ﬁdelity. The effect of
including or excluding planet-bearing clearance is not
investigated here, since planet bearings in steady-state
operation do not undergo signiﬁcant clearance change, and
this clearance has been shown to have a negligible effect on
bearing load prediction [24].
2.3.2 Body models: Each multibody model is composed
of bodies with 6 DOF and discrete stiffness. The main shaft
and generator control are included. The two-speed induction
generator used in this turbine is represented by a Thevenin
equivalent model running at ﬁxed speed with six poles. In
the real gearbox, the ﬂoating sun shaft is connected to the
intermediate speed stage using a crowned-tooth gear
coupling that gives it freedom to pivot in the pitch and yaw
directions. This is represented in the model using a
spherical joint with equivalent DOF.
Model ﬂexibility increases incrementally from model M1
to M7. In model M1, all bodies and shafts are rigid; in
model M7, the planet carrier, housing and all shafts in the
model are ﬂexible. For the more complex geometries of the
housing and planet carrier, condensed ﬁnite element
representations are imported as ﬂexible bodies into the
model using ﬁxed-interface component-mode synthesis,
known as the Craig–Bampton method [8]. The number of
DOF of each is reduced signiﬁcantly when the ﬁnite
element body is imported. During the condensation for both
bodies, 100 dynamic and 100 static modes are retained at
the body boundary conditions. For the carrier, there are
nine retained nodes corresponding to the planet-pin bores,
the UW and DW planet bearings and the main shaft
connection. For the housing, 15 nodes are retained,

Fig. 5 Multibody model of the drivetrain

corresponding to bearing locations, the trunnion mounting
points and the ring gear connections. When importing these
bodies into SIMPACK, 100 total modes are kept in the
multibody setting. For all interface points except the main
shaft and ring gear connections, the DOFs are retained
using ﬂexible multipoint constraints (MPCs), referred to in
NASTRAN as RBE3 elements. Connections with the main
shaft and ring gear are rigid MPCs, or RBE2 elements.
Xing and Moan [25] conducted a detailed study to
determine the optimum modelling approach for the planet
carrier and that model is applied here. Flexible and rigid
MPCs are known to underestimate and overestimate
stiffness, respectively [26], but are used here because of
their availability in commercial software. For the purposes
of multibody modelling, it is important to maintain accurate
modal response for the ﬂexible bodies, since the internal
loads and deﬂections of the ﬂexible body in a multibody
setting are determined through the superposition of modal
responses.
The ﬂexibilities of the low-speed, intermediate-speed and
high-speed stages are incrementally added in models M5,
M6 and M7, respectively. Shafts are modelled in
SIMBEAM, which is SIMPACK’s ﬁnite element code for
beam elements. Each shaft is deﬁned with nodes at the
interface and loading points. Each node has 6 DOF, and
each beam section is made up of two nodes that model
bending, torsion and tension in the shaft section based on
the material properties and cross-section deﬁnition. Each
beam is formulated according to the Timoshenko and Gere
[27] method, and for each, ten modes are included.

Table 2 Model comparison setup
Models

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

Flexibility
Planet carrier

Housing

Main shaft

Carrier pin

Low-speed stage

Intermediate-speed stage

High-speed stage

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
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2.3.3 Bearing models: Each bearing is modelled as a 6
DOF diagonal stiffness matrix of the form


 kXX

0
0




..
 0 k

0
.


YY


0 kZZ
 0

(8)
K=

kuX
0
0 





..

0 
.
0 k uY


0
0 kuZ 
The ﬁrst three diagonal terms (axial, tangential and radial
stiffness) are in N/m, and the last two (pitch and yaw
stiffness) are in Nm/rad. Radial clearance is included in the
bearings of the planetary stage. The bearing stiffness values
are obtained from a proprietary bearing code, courtesy of a
GRC modelling partner.
2.3.4 Pin model: The carrier pin is connected to the planet
carrier using a bushing similar to matrix K in (8) but with
stiffness in the rotational direction, kΘX. The bushing is
essentially rigid in the X- and ΘX-directions (1e12 kN/m
and 1e12 kNm/rad, respectively). A parameter variation
study of the radial and tilt stiffnesses kYY, kZZ, kΘY and kΘZ
is presented in Section 3.3.3.
2.3.5 Gear tooth model: Including the inﬂuence of ring
gear body ﬂexibility is a developing area of research [28].
The misalignment of the gear axes can be captured in tooth
loading by slicing the gear face width into many
spring-damper force elements. With helical gear sets, this
capability is important because of the axial forces at the
gear meshes and the resulting moment induced on the
planet gears. For each model, the gear contacts are split into
slices along the face width of the gear to accurately capture
the tilting of the gear axes. A gear model ﬁdelity study is
presented in Section 3.3.2. Tooth microgeometry
modiﬁcations (tip, crown and lead) are included in each
model.

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Experimental observations

3.1.1 Bearing loading conditions: If perfect load
sharing were assumed, the radial load per bearing under

100% torque operation could be calculated as UY = (torque/
radius)/6 = 174.6 kN. The planet bearings in the original
gearbox were spherical roller bearings; the CRBs chosen in
the redesign have a fatigue limit load, cur, of 171 kN, which
is very close to the nominal load because of space
limitations. In all measured cases, however, the UW rows
of bearings in both boxes operate well above the radial
fatigue limit, and the DW bearings are underutilised. Fig. 6
shows two snapshots of bearing loading conditions captured
in GRC testing, along with the main shaft torque signal.
The load cases in Fig. 6 were measured during rated power,
rated speed operation in the dynamometer on GB2 and in
the ﬁeld on GB1, respectively. In GB1 and GB2, the
average KPIN values are between 1.4 and 1.6 in normal
operation.
Fig. 7 shows the UW and DW loading of all planet
bearings from GB1 and GB2 over the period of one carrier
rotation. In ﬁeld testing of GB1, the UW and DW
planet-bearings carry load in phase. In dynamometer
testing of GB2, the UW and DW bearings carry load out
of phase. For approximately 60° of each carrier revolution,
the DW bearing carries more load than the UW bearing
in GB2.

3.1.2 Bearing load share: The periodic nature of Kγ is
shown in Fig. 8 for GB1 and GB2. The load on all bearings
in both boxes oscillate predominantly once per revolution
(1p) between 20 and 30%. For the ﬁeld and dynamometer
tests, using overall Kγ alone would result in an inaccurate
L10 rating for the planet bearings if equivalent UW/DW
load distribution was assumed. When calculating the
bearing life with the ISO-281 [22] approach, the ‘tandem
row’ load simpliﬁcation (section 7.1.1.3) would normally be
used for this type of paired mounting. According to this
standard, the life of side-by-side roller bearings mounted for
equal load distribution can be calculated by multiplying the
single row L10 life by a factor of 27/9. In reality, the planet
UW bearing row periodically carries 40–60% more load
than the DW row. In the dynamometer gearbox, overall Kγ
measurements indicate there is better load share than in the
ﬁeld because of the out-of-phase loading; still, the DW row
oscillates from 30 to 60% of total load share. The
assumption that they experience equal load distribution is
not supported by test data, and therefore the bearing
arrangement should be regarded as two single-row bearings,
as per section 7.1.1.4 in the standard [22].

Fig. 6 Test data at rated power operation with main shaft torque and bearing loads
(left) Dynamometer test and (right) ﬁeld test.
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Fig. 7 UW/DW planet-bearing loading for one carrier rotation for planets A, B and C
(above) In the ﬁeld test of GB1 and (below) in the dynamometer test of GB2.

Fig. 8 Overall Kγ. (left) GB2 and (right) GB1

3.1.3 Planet tilt: The cyclical load share of each planet
gear corresponds to the tilting of the gear about its radial
axis. A time synchronous average of the measured planet
gear tilt was taken for ﬁve rotations of the planet carrier and
compared to the planet load share, as shown in Fig. 9.
Correlation is assessed using the coefﬁcient of
determination R 2, deﬁned as


(y − ŷ)2
R =1− 
(y − y)2
2

(9)

In (9), y is the independent variable, y is its mean, and ŷ is the
dependent variable. This correlation implies that the model
must capture the tilting of the gear bodies in order to
capture the planet-bearing loads and their effect on gear
tooth loads. Therefore a tooth contact model that considers
tooth forces along the gear face width, for example, by
tooth slicing, is necessary. 2D planetary stage models
[10–15], and many commercial 3D multibody codes do not
allow for a distributed contact region.
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Fig. 9 Correlation of planet load share to planet tilt

3.1.4 Bearing response to NTLs: The NREL
dynamometer has the capability to apply NTLs to wind
turbine drivetrains [1]. In NREL dynamometer testing, it
has been shown that the centroid of the ring gear load
distribution shifts axially as a function of NTLs applied in
the vertical direction (the vertical direction has a 5˚ tilt with
respect to gravity because of the hub tilt angle) [17]. The
variation in the centroid of tooth load during a full rotation
also increases with increasing NTLs.
The mean and standard deviation of the measured
planet-bearing forces are shown in Fig. 10. The NTLs
have a negligible effect on the average magnitude of load
measured at the bearing, but they do affect the variation
of these loads. Lower bearing load variance is consistent
365
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Fig. 10 Measurements of (left) mean force and (right) standard deviation of force on planet bearings for different non-torque loading cases

with a more centred tooth load as NTLs decrease. The tooth
load becomes more centred with a large vertical force
because of the lead modiﬁcation on the planetary stage
gears (0.020 mm lead slope), designed to take into
account the effect of rotor weight on the gear mesh. The
variation of a bearing load for a speciﬁc gearbox loading
case is, by deﬁnition, not considered in the L10
calculation of the life of the bearing, which may be a
limitation of the approach. It means that this observed
change in bearing loading should not affect the life
calculation.
3.2

Bearing life predictions

The L10a predictions for symmetric loading and asymmetric
loading are shown in Fig. 11. For the symmetric loading
case, the introduction of Kγ and measured load centroid at
the ring gear allows the model to capture the overloading of
planet C, as well as small UW and DW load variations,
when compared to the ideal gear load case. The asymmetric
case captures the load variation between UW and DW
bearings, resulting in a 30–45% decrease in UW
planet-bearing life. As predicted, there is little change in the
predicted planet life for different non-torque loading
conditions because of the small effect these conditions have
on the average bearing loads.

3.3

Model results

3.3.1 Flexibility: The inﬂuence of component ﬂexibility on
load estimation is ﬁrst assessed by comparing the outputs of
the different models to each other. The planet load
estimation of each model (M1–M7) is compared with each
planet load estimation by calculating the R 2 value (9). The
lowest-ﬁdelity model that converges to an estimation error
within 1% of all higher-ﬁdelity models is considered
accurate enough. For planet load estimations, we found that
the estimation errors for planet-bearing loads converged at
model M3. This means that the carrier, housing and main
shaft ﬂexibilities affect the planet-bearing load estimation,
whereas the ﬂexibility of the carrier pin and the parallel
stages of the gearbox can be neglected to save computation
time without compromising the results.
3.3.2 Gear model: A convergence study was conducted to
determine the minimum number of discrete gear tooth force
elements needed to produce accurate mean and peak tooth
loads. The optimum number of slices was determined to be
35, as shown in Fig. 12. Accurate peak and mean tooth
loads are needed for a gear designer to measure the gear
design parameter Khβ [21]. Using a single gear slice
actually increases computation time, which may be because
of solver convergence issues, since the gear bodies could

Fig. 11 Symmetric (S) and asymmetric (A) loading prediction of bearing life against baseline
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Fig. 12 (left) Effect of gear slice quantity on tooth load and (right) effect on computation time

still tilt out of plane. From 5 to 35 slices, computation time
increases linearly by 195%.
3.3.3 Planet-bearing model: There are three
planet-bearing loading behaviours that need to be
understood. They are
1. Once-per-revolution cyclical load share, shown in Fig. 8.
2. UW/DW loading differences, shown in Fig. 6.
3. In-phase/out-of-phase planet-bearing loading, shown in
Fig. 7.
Once-per-revolution
cyclical
load
share:
Once-per-revolution cyclical loading behaviour is shown in
2D formulations of load share by Hidaka et al. [12] and
Singh [14]. In these formulations, uneven planet load
sharing occurs when the sun gear cannot adequately ﬂoat to
compensate for the tangential position error of the planets.
Most of this position error is caused by runout errors of the
rotating components, and in the GRC gearboxes, the runout
error of the carrier (also known as piloting error) is
prominent because of large carrier bearing clearance, carrier
deformation under load [9] and its support of the main
shaft. In addition to the solid body effects described by the
authors [12, 14], Fig. 13 demonstrates that the addition of a
ﬂexible main shaft to the model increases the 1p bearing
load variation. Conversely, the lower-ﬁdelity models
overrepresent a higher-frequency component close to

Fig. 13 Spectrum of planet A UW load prediction for three
different models
IET Renew. Power Gener., 2013, Vol. 7, Iss. 4, pp. 359–369
doi: 10.1049/iet-rpg.2012.0274

1.8 Hz, which is close to the sun gear rotation frequency.
This shows the need for a 3D model of the gearbox, the
need to model ﬂexibility of the main shaft, and the need to
include the main shaft in the gearbox model in order to
properly capture planet-bearing loading.
UW/DW loading: The planet pins are modelled as a 6 DOF
bushing with tilt and radial stiffness. A parameter variation of
the radial components of the pin-carrier stiffness matrix,
conducted using the rigid model, shows that the UW to
DW radial-bearing load ratio, KPIN(2), is highly sensitive to
the radial stiffness (kYY and kZZ) of the pin interface with
the carrier, as shown in Fig. 14. Low radial stiffness at the
pin supports allows the pin to tilt under load, resulting in
uneven planet-bearing reactions. A high degree of stiffness
in shear on the pin support improves the load distribution
between the UW and DW bearings.
In-phase against out-of-phase loading: The tilt stiffness of
the pin connection KθPIN = kθY = kθZ, has a large inﬂuence on
planetary bearing response. Low tilt stiffness at the boundary
conditions produces in-phase loading, whereas a stiffer
connection produces out-of-phase bearing loading, as
shown in Fig. 15. GRC gearbox assembly errors, including
the pin ﬁt, have been shown to manifest themselves as
measured response differences between the two gearboxes

Fig. 14 KPIN sensitivity to radial stiffness at planet-pin boundary
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Fig. 15 Variation of pin boundary tilt stiffness causes load phasing change

Fig. 16 Comparison of measurement and simulation for planet A UW and DW loads
This is the dynamometer test case

[1, 9], but this is the ﬁrst case in which the assembly errors are
shown to result in a measurable change in bearing loads. This
implies the pin ﬁt can ultimately improve or worsen the load
share of the planet gears. Fig. 15 demonstrates the
improvement in load share that can occur by lowering the
tilt stiffness of the pins. This theoretical result is analogous
to the ‘ﬂex pin’ concept, in which low tilting stiffness at the
planet-pin interface is employed to keep the gears aligned.
Comparison to test data: The ﬂexibility of the housing,
carrier and main shaft all contribute to the planet-bearing
loading behaviour, and therefore the models with these
ﬂexibilities match best with the test data, as shown in
Fig. 16. However, by adjusting the pin stiffness of the
rigid model to reﬂect the equivalent stiffness at the
planet, the bearing load can be predicted reasonably
without computing the deﬂection of the housing, carrier
and main shaft. Fig. 16 shows that there is good
agreement between the test data, the ﬂexible models (M7,
M3, M2), and the adjusted rigid model (M1). The DW
planet-bearing load estimation has a larger error than the
UW load estimation for each model; for model M3, the
maximum value is 11.6% higher than measured. Since
the stiffness values were chosen visually, it is likely that
368
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the discrepancy could be further reduced using a
gradient-based parameter estimation method, such as least
squares. As shown earlier in Fig. 13, models M1 and M2
overestimate a high frequency component, likely sun gear
run-out, causing a high frequency oscillation of the
bearing load.

Fig. 17 Computation cost and DOF for each model
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3.3.4 Computational cost: The rigid model gives
reasonable load prediction with approximately 5% of the
computation cost of the fully ﬂexible model, and 10% of
the computation cost of M3. The computation cost and
DOF of each model are presented in Fig. 17. The largest
leap in DOF occurs between M1 and M2 because of the
addition of the housing and carrier ﬂexible bodies that
contain 100 modes.

4

Conclusions

Planet-bearing measurements in the ﬁeld and dynamometer
for two wind turbine gearboxes reveal constant
overloading of the UW row and underutilisation of the
DW row. The planet-bearing load share is characterised
by a once-per-revolution oscillation, uneven row loading
and different phasing of the bearing loads in GB1 and
GB2. The test data supports the need to include tilting
of the gear axes in order to accurately simulate
planet-bearing load share and planetary gear tooth loads.
The signiﬁcant differences in UW and DW loading make
it important to assume independent bearing loading when
using ISO-281.
NTLs cause misalignment of the ring gear contact patch
and affect the standard deviation of planet-bearing loads.
The parameter KPIN was deﬁned to quantify the uneven
loading of UW and DW bearings on a planet. The
planet-bearing and ring gear data are used to map the
sun-planet gear mesh centroid, and the resulting load
relationship is used to calculate an advanced life rating for
the bearings. It indicates up to 45% reduction in life for the
UW bearings compared with ideal gear and planet-load
assumptions.
A suite of multibody models with increasing levels of
ﬂexibility were created to assess the complexity required to
predict the planet-bearing loads accurately. The housing,
carrier and main shaft ﬂexibilities have the biggest inﬂuence
on planet-bearing loading. In simulation, the number of
gear slices needed to produce convergence on peak and
mean tooth loads was presented. Parameter variation studies
of the planet-pin boundary conditions reveal that KPIN and
the UW/DW bearing load phasing are both sensitive to the
pin ﬁt. This explains the different responses observed
between GB1 and GB2, and highlights the importance of
assembly tolerance when describing planetary stage
behaviour. Using optimised pin interface stiffnesses, it is
demonstrated that a rigid model can reasonably predict
planet-bearing loads at 5% of the computational cost of a
fully ﬂexible model.
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